
Due to the ongoing Novel Coronavirus outbreak NESR is currently 
limiting our acceptance of new dogs to emergency situations only.

NESR treasures our volunteers and adopters, and we are committed to supporting them and keeping 
them safe. Things are changing quickly and as a small, but national, charity keeping up is quite a 
challenge. We encourage everyone connected with NESR to obey all local, state, and national 
requirements and guidelines in order to keep themselves healthy.

If you are an NESR foster and find yourself struggling because of COVID-19 or the related economic 
disruption, please contact your coordinator. We have a donor who is willing to help with fostering 
expenses in this difficult time. You are a member of our NESR family, and we will do everything we 
can to support you.

We will continue to reevaluate our procedures and policies as the situation changes, following direction
from the CDC and the WHO. In some areas we may be able to make exceptions to the emergency only 
policy. This depends on us having available, healthy volunteers in the area in question and that there be 
a reasonable chance no harm could come to anybody during a dog evaluation, pickup, transport, 
fostering and adoption. (Betcha never thought of all those steps before, didja? Yep, every dog requires 
each and every step, and several more!)

NESR extends our hope that we, as small communities, large cities, a nation and a world, can weather 
this outbreak and recover fully. We offer sincere thanks to our fosters, volunteers, and supporters for all
of their past, current, and future efforts on our behalf. We also feel that NESR is a family of sorts, so if 
you are a member of our family and need help, please reach out to other members. 

For The Love Of A Dog

- The NESR Board of Directors


